Amendments to the Sailing Instructions
Amendment 1:
Section 18.2 & 18.4 of the Sailing instruction is to be deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following.
18.2

For White Sail Classes, sail identification number required on mainsail. Gennakers, bloopers, spinnakers, code zero or similar
sails are prohibited.

18.4

Entries in White Sail Classes may make use of whisker poles, spinnaker pole, or any other such device to hold headsails at any
stage.

Amendment 2:
The Follow is added to the sailing instructions.
17.7

If the CV is displaying Code Flag Q all competitors must wear life Jackets.

Amendment 3:
Section 10 is deleted and replaced with the following:
10.
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4

AREAS THAT ARE OBSTRUCTIONS
Competitors are reminded that all commercial shipping has absolute right of way within the harbour area. Port of Cork Notice to
Mariners No. 14 of 2018 refers.
All boats shall keep at least 150 metres away from commercial vessels that are manoeuvring at all times, but shall in any event
maintain a safe distance from all commercial shipping, which may exceed 150 metres in certain circumstances.
All boats shall keep at least 50 metres away from the refinery jetty or vessels moored alongside.
A boat reported by the Port of Cork for interference with commercial shipping will be disqualified from that day’s racing without
a hearing. This amends RRS63.1 and A5. Any boat, who in the opinion of the Race Committee has breached SI10 may be subject
to a protest under RRS60.2(a). Penalties for a breach of SI10 may range from DSQ, through DNE for the race or day in question,
or from the regatta as a whole at the discretion of the protest committee. Breaches of SI10 will not be grounds for protest by a
boat. This changes RRS 60.1 (a) and SI14.8.

Amendment 4:
Amendment 2 is deleted and replaced with the following:
17.7

If the CV is displaying Code Flag “Y” all competitors must wear life Jackets.

Amendment 5:
Section 6.6 is deleted and replaced with the following:
6.6

If Code Flag “Q” is displayed ashore before racing or on the CV before the start of a 1720 race this indicates that small sails are
to be used in that race and in all subsequent races until the flag is no longer displayed. This only applies to the 1720 fleet.

Amendment 6:
Section 5.3.2 of the Sailing instruction is to be deleted in its entirety and replaced with
the following.
5.3.2

We will aim for a maximum of 2 races per day for the Regatta in groups A & C and will aim for a maximum of 3 races per day
for group B. We may need to change this depending on weather conditions during the regatta at the discretion of the Race
Officer. The course to be sailed each day is at the complete discretion of the RO.
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